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the review process started with the study supervisor checking all the recordings to assure that all
conditions were correctly identified. an incorrect identification or missed recognition was reported to

the designated examiner. after the supervisor was satisfied that the recording was in compliance
with the set criteria, the case was released for the radiologists to annotate the conditions with their
own reporting. incorrect identifications, inter-examiner errors, or missing information were handled
by the supervisor, who re-checked the case and permitted its release for annotation. results of the
procedure: each of the three examiners reviewed a total of 15 teeth, which were depicted to them

using 11 different conditions. they were provided with the study supervisor's report describing
whether each of them correctly selected each of the 15 teeth when examining the cbct images, the
maximum number of teeth that were correctly selected and any reasons for exclusion. examiners

only had to assess whether a target pathology was recognized in the cbct images, thus no
information was collected about the location of pathology. after the reviewers complete their

examination, all conditions for all teeth were reported in the database, including the tooth number,
examiner number, and missed recognition. all examiners carefully examined the 15 teeth before
completing the examination. the supervisor checked all tasks diligently. final study results were

compared to the examiner's results (primary endpoint). the first examiners recorded their results,
which were then reviewed by the supervisor. when a target pathology was not identified, the

examiners recorded the reason for exclusion. for example, if a keratocystic odontogenic tumor was
identified, but a maxillary incisor was excluded, then the criteria for exclusion would be listed. each

examiner's result was compared with the supervisor's result. if there was any disagreement, the
supervisor reviewed the case in consultation with both examiners to reach consensus. result of the
procedure. reviewers did not identify any broken, missing or air-filled teeth (awareness, accuracy,

and ease of use)24-27 and thus such teeth were not included in the final dataset.
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radiological examination is an essential part of patient management in dentistry. it is frequently used
to supplement and aid clinical diagnosis of pathology related to teeth and adjacent structures 1, 2, 3,
4 . cone-beam computed tomography (cbct) was proposed for maxillofacial imaging 5, 6 during the

last decade and is now becoming increasingly popular for such use. it offers distinct advantages
including lower radiation doses, compared to medical computed tomography (ct), and the potential
of importing and exporting individualized, digital imaging and communications in medicine (dicom)

and overlap-free reconstructed data for other applications 4, 5, 6, 7 . cbct can supply high-resolution
three-dimensional (3d) images without distortion and superimposition of bone and other dental

structures that can be seen in conventional radiography 8, 9 . the root canal treatment of
endodontically treated teeth is now a challenge for the clinician. the advent of the digital imaging
has introduced many advantages such as ability to evaluate the morphology of the root canal, the
status of the root filling, and the overall quality of the root canal fillings. based on these findings,

cbct can be used for the evaluation of root canal morphology and the quality of the root canal filling
of the tooth 18, 19, 20, 21 . the root canal therapy for teeth with open apex involves the shaping and
cleaning of the root canal system. during this procedure, the dental files may accidentally perforate
the root canal wall 22 . in this case, the patient's healing process may be impaired by the presence
of the perforation. since this is a rare complication, no well-designed study has been carried out to

determine the incidence of this condition and the risk factors 23 . also, the time needed for
perforation to heal is unknown. based on this information, we decided to focus our attention on the

risk of this condition in patients who had previously undergone root canal treatment. to our
knowledge, no study has been published on this subject so far. therefore, the aim of this study was

to assess the prevalence of perforation during root canal treatment of teeth with open apex in
patients who had previously undergone root canal treatment. 5ec8ef588b
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